We introduce the use of decals for multivariate visualization design. Decals are visual representations that are used for communication; for example, a pattern, a text, a glyph, or a symbol, transferred from a 2D-image to a surface upon contact. By creating what we define as decal-maps, we can design a set of images or patterns that represent one or more data attributes. We place decals on the surface considering the data pertaining to the locations we choose. We propose a (texture mapping) local parametrization that allows placing decals on arbitrary surfaces interactively, even when dealing with a high number of decals. Moreover, we extend the concept of layering to allow the co-visualization of an increased number of attributes on arbitrary surfaces. By combining decal-maps, color-maps and a layered visualization, we aim to facilitate and encourage the creative process of designing multivariate visualizations. Finally, we demonstrate the general applicability of our technique by providing examples of its use in a variety of contexts.
INTRODUCTION
Technological advances have led to an increase in data acquisition in several areas of science and applications. In these domains, experts explore multivariate tridimensional data to understand certain phenomena. For example, doctors explore hemodynamic attributes (e.g. wall shear stress and the inflow jet) coming from cerebral aneurysm data [13] ; engineers analyse flow attributes (e.g. velocity, vorticity) computed from flow simulations [3] ; and geologists explore geological properties (e.g. porosity, permeability) coming from 3D reservoir models [39] . Therefore, multivariate visualizations are essential to facilitate the process of data exploration. Moreover, tridimensional data is commonly explored in terms of surfaces due to its complexity. In the previous examples, the surfaces can encode one or more attributes that need to be interpreted and correlated for decision making. However, what to visualize and how to visualize multiple attributes in a single view [12, 38] are still key visualization challenges to address. Layering techniques [16] try to visualize multiple attributes combining glyphs, colors and textures [59] . Analogically, the concept of layering refers to the way that an artist creates oil paintings on a 2D canvas. In visualization, layering techniques overlay data attributes mapped to a visual representation (e.g. glyphs, colors, textures) onto a plane or screen. They explore the empty space between objects and the transparency between layers. For example, 2D flow visualizations combine arrow glyphs and color to represent magnitude and direction of a vector field [3] . Another example is geo-visualization where we commonly see glyphs, colors, lines, and text overlaid on maps (e.g. Google Maps). In 2D, layering techniques have been successfully explored in information and scientific visualization [12, 16, 27, 59] .
On surfaces however, layering techniques have received less attention. Most of the extant techniques combine a texture-based approach, such as line integral convolution (LIC) [5] with color-maps [17, 23] . Additionally, the number of co-visualized attributes on surfaces is reduced when compared to 2D layered visualizations. For example, Kirby et al. [19] design a 2D layered visualization with six to nine flow attributes, whereas on surfaces, the number is limited to two or three. On surfaces, we need to consider more complex variables such as curvature, depth and occlusion. Therefore, the layering of glyphs, textures, colors and other visual variables on arbitrary surfaces is not straightforward. Nevertheless, since surfaces are two-dimensional objects, a natural extension of the work of Kirby et al. [19] is to create illustrative layered multivariate visualizations on surfaces.
In this work, we introduce the concept of decals for multivariate visualization design. A decal is a pattern or image printed on a material (e.g. plastic or paper) to be transferred to another surface upon contact (a process called decalcomania) [32] . Decals are designed and used for several forms of expression and communication. They can encode information in the form of glyphs, textures, text or other visual signs. In computer graphics, decals are commonly used for their aesthetic value; artists place and edit decals on 3D models to create characters and scenarios for games and animations [32, 45] .
Decals can represent multivariate data via a decal-map: a set of patterns or images designed to represent one or more data attributes. Decal-maps can be 1D (array of images) or 2D (matrix of images). For example, a set of arrows of different sizes and colors is a case of a 1D decal-map and a matrix of images representing variations of a tensor is a 2D decal-map. By designing decal-maps, we can create complex glyphs (e.g. Chernoff Faces [7] ) encoding data and semantic information. We can also use elements such as texture patterns, shapes or normal maps for this purpose. Additionally, we can explore visual variables such as position (e.g. using importance sampling) and size to represent data [40] . It is by combining layering techniques and decal-maps that we design multivariate visualizations. For example, Fig. 1(d) shows the visualization design of six geological attributes; it combines decal positions, decal-maps and a pastel color-map in a layered fashion. Thus, decal-maps provide a new way of visualizing data by giving more freedom to design glyphs and patterns to represent multivariate surface data.
In order to place decals on surfaces, we need a texture mapping technique with the following three requirements. 1) It should be independent of the surface parametrization (texture coordinates) since many scientific datasets are not represented parametrically; 2) it should not rely on topological information from the underlying mesh such as geodesic distance because this is expensive to compute and depends on the mesh type; and 3) it should be efficient as we need a high number of decals to represent data attributes in several locations of the surface. These requirements are stringent and are not met by many established decal placement techniques such as path-based methods [32, 37] and exponential maps [45] . Deferred decals [20] and implicit decals [10] are an exception and can render a high number of decals interactively via local texture parametrizations. Inspired by these techniques, we propose a simple technique called layered decals that is specially designed for multivariate surface visualizations. Our technique relies on the observation that the intersection between a solid sphere and a surface is a disk. We denote this intersection as a sphere mask. Using sphere masking, we can compute a local texture parametrization and map decals that follow the surface geometry. Our technique is flexible and can handle overlapping decals as well as multiple layers of decals.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• Decals as a form of representation for visualization design, from observing the use of 2D-glyphs and textures in scientific and information visualization.
• The concept of decal-map to represent and visualize multivariate data on surfaces.
• A real-time technique to place decals on surfaces using a local (texture mapping) parametrization.
• Inspired by Kirby et al. [19] , we extend the concept of layering to allow the co-visualization of an increased number of attributes on surfaces.
• A multivariate illustrative visualization design for geological data to visualize, for the first time in the domain, six attributes simultaneously.
• An abstract framework applicable to a variety of contexts.
We provide concrete examples for geological and geographic datasets in order to validate our technique and demonstrate how multivariate visualizations on surfaces can be designed (Sec. 5). It is important to mention that our work was envisioned by researchers such as Crawfis and Allison [9] , Laidlaw et al. [22] , Kirby et al. [18] , and Taylor [50] many years ago. Our goal is to bring back the concept introduced by them, showing that it can be used to create illustrative multivariate visualizations on surfaces.
RELATED WORK
We believe that visualizations applied to planes also provide useful guidelines to design layers for surfaces. Therefore, we present three main topics related to our work: glyph-based visualization, layering techniques, and decals on surfaces.
Glyph-Based Visualization on Surfaces
Design and Guidelines: Glyphs are widely used in visualization to represent multivariate data [1, 58] . Ropinski et al. [40] propose a taxonomy that classifies glyph-based techniques applied to spatial medical data. They distinguish between pre-attentive (visual elements that catch our attention quickly) and attentive (elements that need focused attention due to existent distractors) glyph properties. Following a broader approach, Borgo et al. [1] survey the state of the art of glyphbased visualization techniques. Their work takes a holistic overview of these visualizations in terms of concepts and theory, design guidelines, algorithms and techniques, and applications. They also discuss the historical use of glyphs as visual signs for communication.
Since 2D glyphs can be used as decals (on surfaces), we argue that the guidelines introduced by Ropinski et al. [40] and Borgo et al. [1] are very relevant to the problem of designing decal-maps for surfaces.
Two Dimensional Glyphs on Surfaces: Some works explore image-space approaches to visualizing glyphs that encode scientific data. Peng and Laramee present an image-space glyph placement technique to visualize boundary flow [34] . Their technique projects a vector field to the R,G,B, and alpha color channels in image-space. Using arrow glyphs, they visualize direction and magnitude (arrow color) of a vector field defined on complex adaptive meshes from computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Later, Peng et al. used this image-space approach to develop a robust and automatic clustering algorithm that combines the properties of the underlying vector field and mesh into a unified error-driven representation [33] . For tensor data, Chen et al. propose an image-space technique to visualize asymmetric tensor fields using evenly-spaced hyperstreamlines and elliptical glyphs [31] . While these image-space techniques are definitely useful, they can lead to flickering, popping and other perceptual artifacts during interaction such as the so-called 'shower-door effect'; the animated model appears as if it is seen through a textured glass door [26] . These problems are avoided by rendering the glyphs only when the user stops interacting with the model. In our case, these perceptual issues do not occur since we apply decals to surfaces in object space.
In object-space, the problem of using 2D glyphs to encode data on surfaces is relatively less explored. Sanyal et al. use glyphs, ribbons and spaghetti plots to visualize ensemble uncertainty in weather data [41] . Pelt et al. design and place four 2D glyphs (disk, flower, web and time variation strips) on a surface extracted from aneurysm data to explore wall shear stress [56] . The design of these glyphs is inspired by information visualization. Using these glyphs, they implement a details-on-demand approach that places glyphs on the surface of the aneurysm model depending on the level of zoom during data exploration. In cardiac visualization, Termeer displays a 2D glyph on the surface of the epicardium to represent perfusion data [51] .
For the placement of 2D glyphs in object-space, a common technique (such as the one used by Pelt et al. [56] ) is to create an oriented quad on the surface and generate texture coordinates to map or design a desired glyph representation. However, this approach has its limitations. The quads can be clipped by the surface depending on factors such as the size and number of glyphs, and the curvature of the surface. An attempt to avoid the clipping process is to offset the glyphs from the surface, which can lead to the glyphs flying in space (Sec 4.6). In contrast, our approach avoids these problems by mapping decals so that they follow the curvature of the surface.
Layering Techniques on Planes and Surfaces
Layering refers to a multi-pass rendering technique where each data field is mapped to a visual representation [4] . Following an artistic analogy, this technique is similar to the way artists paint, for example, background as first layer, large objects as second layer and details as third layer. Using proper visual encoding and concepts of painting, Kirby et al. [19] were able to display 6-9 data values from a 2D flow dataset. In biological science, Laidlaw et al. apply layering techniques to visualize diffusion tensor images of the mouse spinal cord [22] . This technique also follows a painting metaphor and layers up to four attributes on a 2D slice of the volume data. More recently, Schroeder et al. present a sketch-based interface to create multivariate visualizations based on concepts of art and brushing [46] . In short, these works emphasize that art can give good insight into creating visualizations of multiple attributes. In addition, it can also increase the aesthetics of the visualization [15, 21, 49, 53] .
Crawfis and Alisson present a novel approach to visualize multiple attributes on surfaces using texture mapping and color [9] . Later, Taylor examines several approaches for the representation of multiple attributes using visual variables such as color, texture, and density [50] . Another example of layering can be found in cardiac visualization. Termeer creates a multivariate visualization on the epicardium surface encoding three quantities: functional data (wall thickening) using a color coding, perfusion data using 2D glyphs of varying sizes, and scar displayed using a striped pattern overlay [51] .
Many layering techniques have been applied to flow visualization [3, 23, 25] . These techniques either combine multiple 2D vector fields based on texture and color [54, 55] , or display 3D vector fields on layered surfaces [6] . They explore techniques such as LIC [5] to represent the direction of a vector field overlaid with another attribute represented by a colormap. Khlebnikov et al. introduce a procedural texture synthesis technique based on random-phase Gabor noise [17] . They can layer three attributes where the first is modulated by the texture frequency of the gabor noise, the second by the texture orientation and the third is color coded.
Many of the designs and techniques applied on surfaces can be implemented or combined with decals. Our goal is not to replace any of these techniques but to complement them by providing a new way of designing multivariate visualizations.
Decals on Surfaces
In computer graphics, decals are scene elements, mostly represented as small tiles, which are individually placed on a surface via a local parametrization of the surface [10, 45] . They are routinely used by artists to incorporate details in 3D scenes and characters. Perdersen was one of the pioneer researchers to create a decalling interface for this purpose [32] . However, Perdersen's system had several practical limitations such as the requirement of a global parametrization of the 3D object [32] . Later, other works have proposed techniques to apply decals locally on surfaces. Lefebvre et al. apply decals using a technique based on hardware-accelerated octree textures and planar projection [24] . This technique can apply decals on arbitrary surfaces. However, Schmidt et al. argue that this introduces significant distortions on curved surfaces (due to planar projection) and does not easily support complex editing operations [45] . Schmidt et al. propose a decalling interface based on the exponential maps [11, 45] . Exponential maps [45] provide a robust technique to place decals on surfaces since they compute a local parametrization based on the geodesic distance. More recently, Schäfer et al. present a technique that demonstrates an efficient employment of decals by modifying and subdividing 3D surfaces using an efficient GPU memory management scheme [42] . However, these techniques depend on the surface representation and are not feasible when a very large number of decals needs to be positioned and displayed interactively [10] .
Deferred decals [20] is another technique that has become popular in games due to its efficiency and simplicity. It consists of converting the scene's world-space position stored in the geometry buffer (Gbuffer) to 'decal space' [20] which is defined by the decal bounding box. Texture coordinates are obtained by simply projecting the decal orthogonally onto the surface. This technique works well for planar and low curvature surfaces. However, for other cases such as thin surfaces (e.g. thin tube), areas of high curvature and at sharp edges, it may introduce stretching or smearing artifacts due to the orthogonal projection [20, 45] . Moreover, the decals do not properly wrap around the surface. Stretching and smearing are alleviated by clipping or fading out the decals, a solution that is not suitable for multivariate data visualization. Surface wrapping is improved by changing the texture coordinates based on the surface normals. Volume decals attempt to address some of these problems by using a volumetric decal that is sampled by the surface [35] . However, this approach has a higher memory consumption and is only suitable for 2D images that can be easily extended to 3D.
Following a different approach, de Groot et al. propose a local parametrization known as implicit decals [10] . This technique is based on the assumption that for small decals, fine distortion control is not required. The local texture parametrization is given by an isotropic spherical field function centered locally at a surface position. Using polar coordinates, the authors calculate an angular coordinate and a radial coordinate based on the Euclidean distance. Their implicit method uses an octree representation to avoid the inclusion of all decals in the calculation of the final texture coordinates [10] . Their results illustrate that the Euclidean distance is sufficient in approximating the surface locally, thus avoiding the far more expensive computation of the geodesic distance [10] . However, Euclidean distance may not be enough in areas of high curvature, introducing undesired distortions.
Our technique is inspired by both deferred decals [20] and implicit decals [10] but has some important differences. Comparing with deferred decals, instead of a box whose orientation depends on the underlying mesh, we place an orientation independent sphere on the surface centered at the location where the decal is to be placed. However, the sphere itself does not provide the area on the surface where the decal should be placed; this is given by the part of the surface that lies inside the sphere (sphere masking (Sec. 3.1)). We efficiently compute this area and texture coordinates using the G-buffer in a multi-pass approach (Sec. 4). The main advantage of our approach over deferred decals is that it does not compute texture coordinates via an orthogonal projection but instead, it computes them using sphere masking which can easily accommodate various approximations to the geodesic distance. This also differentiates our method from implicit decals which only considers the Euclidean distance [10] . Furthermore, when compared with implicit decals, our technique does not require auxiliary data structures such as octrees or 3D textures and computes texture coordinates only for visible decals. It is intentionally designed to leverage the GPU pipeline for the purpose of creating layered visualizations of multivariate data. Inspired by this, we denote our technique as layered decals. To the best of our knowledge, we are unaware of any other works that use decals for data visualization on surfaces.
DECAL PARAMETRIZATION
In this section, we describe the parametrization that allows us to place decals on surfaces. In order to use decal-maps to visualize multiple surface attributes, we design our technique focusing on the layering process. We remark that this parametrization does not rely on expensive computations for rendering or for texture mapping the decals.
Sphere Masking and Local Parametrization
We begin with a surface on which we want to place decals. Let us denote this surface as M. The first problem we need to tackle is the one of building a parametrization of this surface that would allow the placement of decals, one at a time in an efficient manner. Since decals are small, such a parametrization need not be global. Therefore, for each decal, we build a local parametrization on M that is defined only inside a Euclidean ball containing the decal.
Let us assume that the intersection of the surface M and a ball B c , centered at the point c in M, is a disc D c := B c ∩ M. The disc D c may be understood as a patch of M over which a decal is to be placed. We refer the reader to Fig. 2 to illustrate the discussion that follows. 
The angle θ c (p) can be obtained by simply projecting p onto T c M and computing the angle of this projection with a preselected vector in T c M, e.g.û c . The radius r c (p), however, is given by the geodesic distance between c and p in M, which may be expensive to compute in the general case. Because decals are supposed to be small compared to the surface M, we can use approximations of the geodesic distance to estimate r c (p). We discuss three such approximations in the next section. In Sec. 4, we show how to use the graphics pipeline to perform these computations efficiently.
Estimating the Radial Coordinate
Any good approach to estimating the radial coordinate would have to consider the problem of minimizing texture stretching, given an allowed bound for its computational cost. However, since decals are small in comparison with the original surface, fine distortion control may not be required as discussed in de Groot et al. [10] .
It must be stressed that estimating the radial coordinate efficiently and accurately is a problem well outside the scope of the present work. We here present estimates that are either straightforward (Euclidean distance) or already available in the literature. We provide in Sec. 3.3 a simple, yet objective, approach to compare such estimates. We remark that our decal-mapping implementation is independent of how one estimates the radial coordinate, thus allowing our algorithm to remain useful as the significant topic of approximating the geodesic distance on surfaces evolves.
Euclidean Distance: A simple way to estimate the radial coordinate r c (p), for a point p in the patch D c , is to approximate it by the Euclidean distance r c (p) ≈ p − c . This approximation can provide good results, as seen in the work of de Groot et al. [10] , yet it suffers from texture stretching in the general case. At its core, the Euclidean distance uses solely the position of point p to estimate the radial coordinate r c (p). Additional information from M must be used to mitigate texture stretching.
Cosine Interpolation: Bowers et al. [2] introduce cosine interpolation as a means to efficiently approximate the geodesic distance on a surface, which they use to discard samples during the execution of their Poisson sampling technique. We have used this distance to reduce texture stretching caused by the Euclidean distance.
Cosine interpolation uses the surface normals at c and p,n(c) andn (p) respectively, to approximate the geodesic distance. Writing the cosine of the angle betweenn(c) and the unit vector pointing from c to p as q c =n(c)·(p − c)/ p − c , as well as writing the cosine of the angle betweenn(p) and the aforementioned unit vector as q p =n(p)· (p − c)/ p − c , one can linearly interpolate between these two values by writing q(t) = (1 − t)q c + tq p . The approximation is given by:
and p − c / 1 − q 2 c , for q c = q p . This formula has two remarkable features [2] : 1) when c and p are coplanar, it becomes the Euclidean distance; and 2) when c and p lie on a sphere with radius R, it yields the exact geodesic distance 2R arcsin( p − c /2R).
The Isophotic Distance: Pottman et al. [36] envisioned a distance that is based on the Gaussian map of a surface M, i.e., the map that associates to any point p in M its normaln(p). Given two points p 1 and p 2 in M, the pure isophotic distance between p 1 and p 2 is the angle betweenn(p 1 ) andn(p 2 ). As Pottman et al. observe, this distance is not a metric. They then proceed to build a metric from the pure isophotic distance by combining it with the Euclidean metric, which finally yields the isophotic metric.
Inspired by Pottman et al., Geng et al. propose a weighted distance field to locally approximate the geodesic distance during their Poisson sampling computation [14] , which they still denote as an isophotic distance and write as:
where the parameter b is used to adjust the influence of the normals on the distance. In our tests, the range 4 ≤ b ≤ 6 yielded the best results.
Estimating the Approximations' Error
In order to compare the quality of approximations for the radial coordinate, we use the fact that any smooth surface can be locally approximated by an osculating paraboloid (Fig. 3(a) ), see do Carmo [11] . Thus, we can reduce the problem of comparing decals over small patches of M to decals over paraboloids that approximate M well enough in such patches. Moreover, in paraboloids, the radial coordinate can be computed exactly. Therefore, we can provide objective evidence to validate the usefulness of the estimates we previously described for decal mapping, at least in the case of small decals. We can also use paraboloids as a synthetic benchmark for mapping large decals, because, no matter how big the decal may be, we will always be able to compute the radial coordinate exactly. Details are provided in the next subsection.
A comprehensive discussion on the effect of the approximations' distortion on decals up to the scale of the surface is well outside the scope of this work. However, this framework to evaluate the approximations' error is useful because: 1) it is based on a set of surfaces that are simple, yet not trivial as the plane or the sphere; 2) it is easy to implement; and 3) it is general, in light of the fact that surfaces can always be locally approximated by osculating paraboloids.
Computing the Exact Radial Coordinate on Paraboloids: Here we fix c = (0, 0, 0), and the normaln(c) = (0, 0, 1). The curvatures of the paraboloid at c are given as k 1 , k 2 . For simplicity, we fix the principal directions of curvature ast 1 = (1, 0, 0) andt 2 = (0, 1, 0). Thus, for any point p = (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) in this paraboloid, the radial coordinate is simply the length of the parametric curve:
which connects the center c to the point p. The radial coordinate for point p is given as r c (p) = 1 0 γ (t) dt, which yields the formula: good qualitative results when compared to the geodesic distance of the paraboloids (4). Figure 3 (c) displays the top view of texture mapping a checkerboard to a hyperbolic paraboloid (k 1 = −8 and k 2 = 16). Notice the necessity of using the geodesic distance of the paraboloid as a base case to compare the other distances, since (even for these mild curvatures) texture stretching is significant. The colormap in Fig. 3 (b) and 3(c) depicts geodesic distance.
Quantitatively, both the Euclidean and the isophotic distances behaved similarly with errors no greater than 10 −1 , but usually an order of magnitude smaller. The cosine approximation deviated the most from the geodesic distance on paraboloids with high curvatures, yet, remarkably, its results were still qualitatively similar to the Euclidean and the isophotic distances. By inspecting the error function, instead of its maximum, one can observe that the cosine distance's error spreads out uniformly as points get away from the center, which contributes to its good qualitative behavior. For paraboloids with small curvatures, the cosine distance yielded the best results. Fig. 4 illustrates the same checkerboard mapped into the paraboloid, now with the error compared to the geodesic distance. The qualitative differences of those mappings to the geodesic map (Fig. 3(c) ) are subtle.
Allowing the Angular Coordinate to Vary with Data
When the data includes a vector field, we may use the normalized value of this vector field at the center c as a basis vector for T c M, e.g we may choose this vector in place ofû c (see Sec. 3.1). If V denotes the normalized vector field, we haveû c = V (c). This choice orients the decal in the direction of the vector field.
We can further improve the sense of flow by incorporating information about the local variation of the vector field around c. To accomplish this, given a point p in the patch D c , we compute the angle coordinate θ c (p) in a slightly different manner from what we described in Sec. 3.1. We first compute the angle betweenû c and the projection of p onto T c M, which we denote as θ 0 c (p). This angle is exactly what we used as the angular coordinate for p in Sec. 3.1. We then compute the angle betweenû c and the projection onto T c M of the the vector V (p); we denote this angle as θ V c (p). The angle coordinate of p is finally given as: Fig. 1 (b) and (d) shows the decals deformed by the vector field. These images were rendered using the isophotic and Euclidean distances respectively. The decals follow the vector field direction improving the sense of flow.
LAYERED DECALS
We now present our framework to map and visualize decals on surfaces. Our algorithm is independent of the surface representation and allows a high number of decals to be rendered at interactive frame rates. Fig. 5 provides an overview of our implementation. We explore the graphics pipeline using OpenGL and GLSL. Our implementation to create a surface layer consists of a multi-pass approach which is divided into three main steps: 1) compute the geometry buffer (Gbuffer); 2) compute the sphere masking buffer (SM-buffer); and 3) apply the decals on the surface (decal mapping). In the next three sections, we detail each one of these steps.
Surface G-buffer
In the first pass (Fig. 5, 1st pass) , we send the surface geometry and attributes to the GPU, and render it to a framebuffer object (FBO) with three attachments (G-buffer). In the fragment shader, we output the surface vertices, depth, normals and colors to this framebuffer. After the depth test, the G-buffer contains the attributes of the visible faces of the model stored in pixel space (RGBA).
Sphere Masking Computation
In the second pass, we compute the intersections between the spheres and the surface and store them in a buffer that we call the SM-buffer.
Computing these intersections analytically is impractical but we can use the GPU to do this efficiently. Before computing the intersections, we need to distribute samples over the surface at the locations where we want to place the decals. This distribution depends on factors such as data resolution, attribute variation, or even user interest. Therefore, depending on the application, this distribution can be given by a uniform or data driven sampling strategy [40] . In our work, we consider uniform and Poisson sampling [8] .
The generated samples are sent to the GPU along with a coarse sphere mesh. We employ instanced rendering [48] to efficiently render a sphere at each sample location. With face culling turned off, we test the depth of the sphere fragments against the depth of the surface fragments (from the G-buffer). If a sphere fragment is above the surface, we discard it (surface clipping). For the remaining fragments of the sphere, we create a mask by checking if they belong to the front-faces or back-faces (Fig. 5, 2nd pass) . After the depth test is performed, the final image contains the visible front and back faces of the clipped sphere rendered to a framebuffer. The visible back-face fragments correspond to the intersection between the sphere and the surface (sphere masking). This approach is fast and allows us to compute a high number of intersections in parallel, limited only by the number of spheres that can be rendered using instanced rendering.
Decal Mapping
In the third pass, we render the decals on the surface. To do so, we draw a screen quad and input the G-buffer and the SM-buffer in the fragment shader to compute the local parametrization. We only consider the fragments that are marked in the SM-buffer as back faces (Fig. 5, 3rd pass) . For each of these fragments, we access the sphere ID stored in the pixel channel during the previous pass. With this ID, we access the center, normal and other attributes stored as texture buffer objects (TBO) [48] . Hence, using these sphere attributes as well as the mesh attributes from the G-Buffer, we build the local coordinate system at the center of the sphere and compute the parameters r c (p) and θ c (p) following the approach introduced in Sec. 3. Finally, using the surface data attributes, we access the decal-map and map the corresponding decal to the surface. It should be stressed that, unlike implicit decals [10] , we compute the local parametrization in a deferred fashion only for visible decals.
Sphere Overlapping and Layered Rendering
The overlapping between visual elements can be useful for visualization. For example, a slight overlap between decals can convey a sense of connectivity [59] (e.g overlapped arrow glyphs can increase the sense of continuity; or overlapping circles the sense of proximity). In a multiscale visualization, we may want to increase the decal sizes to generate a clustered visualization in order to emphasize parts of the (1) The geometry buffer (G-Buffer) is computed; (2) A sphere distribution is generated over the surface. Sphere fragments above the surface geometry are clipped and the remaining labeled as front and back faces. In image-space, the back faces occluded by the front faces represent the intersection between the surface and the sphere creating the sphere masking buffer (SM-Buffer); (3) Using the G-buffer and the SM-buffer, we compute the local parametrization and perform decal mapping. data during an overview; or reduce the decal sizes during a zoom-in interaction to visualize their specific locations. In order to achieve this, we need to adapt our GPU algorithm to handle sphere intersections. The number of intersections depends on the radius of the sphere as well as other factors such as data resolution and local feature size. In our implementation, sphere radius is a user controlled parameter.
In our sphere masking approach, we use the back and front faces of the spheres to obtain the intersection between the spheres and the surface. However, when two or more spheres are intersecting each other, this approach leads to some artifacts. Consider two intersecting spheres S 1 and S 2 as shown in Fig. 6 . Depending on the point of view, the front faces of one sphere overlap the back faces of the other sphere in screen space (Fig. 6a) . We could discard the front face fragments of S 1 inside of S 2 or vice-versa. However, we cannot discard the front face fragments that are outside of the intersection since they are used for sphere masking -the intersection with the surface is given by the overlap between the front and back faces in screen space. Note that in this situation, we have two conditions for the front face fragments in the same shader. This is however a difficult problem to solve using fragment-based operations only. Even if we were able to solve it, a change of view point during the interaction would switch the order between the spheres and consequently the decals (Fig. 6(b) ).
To solve this problem, we need to consider the order between the overlapping spheres. A solution is to render the sphere S 1 to FBO 1 and the sphere S 2 to a FBO 2 and compose the final image combining both buffers. In order to implement this idea, we first detect the intersections between the spheres for a chosen radius. This is done in the CPU in a pre-processing stage. We formulate the problem as follows. Given a set S of overlapping spheres, find N non-overlapping subsets L k such that S = N k=1 L k , and for any X and Y ∈ L k , X does not intersect Y . Each subset L k thus represents a sub-layer of nonoverlapping spheres. We use a simple collision strategy (Algorithm 1) to obtain the subsets L k . If there are n spheres, this algorithm is O(n 2 ) in the worst-case since it has to conduct n(n − 1)/2 collision tests. In general, it can achieve O(n log n) using broad-phase algorithms [30] . However, in our collision scenario (e.g. centroid based comparison and non-deformable objects) spatial hashing collision strategies [52] can solve the case in O(n). See also a parallel implementation [2, 30] .
After the non-overlapping subsets are determined, we label each Algorithm 1 Splitting S into N non-overlapping sets 1: i = 0 2: while S is not empty do 3:
remove first sphere from S and add it to L i 5:
for all remaining spheres S in S do 6:
if S does not intersect any of the spheres in L i then 7:
remove S from S and add it to L i 8:
end sphere with its corresponding subset ID. We send all the spheres with their respective IDs to the GPU to be rendered to a target framebuffer. However, in order to render all the spheres at once (instead of a multipass approach), we use as a render target a layered framebuffer object (LFBO) [48] . The LFBO is a set of framebuffers containing their own depth and color attachments. The number of framebuffers is controlled by the number of sub-layers N. Each sphere is assigned to its corresponding sub-layer during the rendering. This avoids the sphere overlapping problems described previously since each sub-layer performs its own depth test operations and there are no intersections per sub-layer. In order to map decals to each sub-layer, we send the LFBO as a 2D texture array to the fragment shader in the third pass and iterate over each sub-layer to apply decal mapping as outlined in Sec. 4.3. The resulting fragments are composited to produce the final image. Similar to volume rendering, if the accumulated opacity becomes one during compositing, we do not need to iterate over the other sub-layers. In order to handle multiple layers, we simply repeat this procedure, rendering each of the layers and using conventional OpenGL blend operations to compose the final image.
Performance
Our implementation is mainly impacted by two variables: the number of decals and the number of sub-layers; the latter being more critical. In order to test the performance of our approach in the context of multivariate visualization (i.e. practical cases using sampling strategies), we generated a high number of decals uniformly distributed on the surface of the bunny model using a Monte Carlo sampling strategy [8] . We chose a fixed sphere radius so that the number of sub-layers increases progressively with the number of decals. Table 1 summarizes the performance of our current implementation. We obtain interactive frame rates even when displaying a high number of decals organized in several layers. Thus, in case of a Poisson sampling (low number of sub-layers), we reckon our algorithm will perform considerably better, resulting in real-time interactions.
Qualitative Comparison
We compare our technique with the standard quad-based approach to place 2D glyphs on surfaces. Pelt et al. adopt this strategy to explore wall shear stress (WSS) in aneurysm datasets [56] . Inspired by their design, we place 2D glyphs on an isosurface extracted from a dataset [57] . We implement their quad-based approach and compare it with our decal-based approach. Like their approach, we distribute quads uniformly (in our case using Poisson sampling [8] ) where each quad is oriented based on the surface normal at its center. We also generate each quad in the geometry shader and clip the fragments that are not part of the circular glyph in the fragment shader.
For simplicity, instead of the WSS, we visualize the pressure on the aneurysm wall. We use a decal-map composed of five circular glyphs (similar to Pelt et al.'s zoom level 1 [56] and Sanyal et al.'s circular glyphs [41] ) with an ordered circular pattern and different levels of saturation to indicate the pressure magnitude (Fig. 8(b) ). While the quad-based approach works well for planes and surface areas of low curvature, it can introduce severe artifacts otherwise. Fig. 8(c) illustrates artifacts such as clipping and flying glyphs which make interpretation difficult. Our technique adapts well to areas of high curvature of the aneurysm and does not suffer from artifacts caused by the depth test and glyph orientation (Fig. 8(a) and 8(d) ). Moreover, it works even for the thin vessel of the aneurysm (Fig. 8 (d) ), where techniques such as deferred decals are susceptible to fail. Lastly, we can apply proper lighting to our decals by accessing the normal map from the G-buffer.
In this section we have presented an abstract framework to place decals on arbitrary surfaces as well as a generic approach to handle overlapping decals. In summary, Fig. 7 illustrates each step of our technique applied to a bumpy sphere.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We explore the design space associated with layered illustrative multivariate visualizations using decal-maps and color-maps. We justify geographic data visual mapping population density sequential colormap (one hue) earthquake location earthquake decal placement earthquake magnitude earthquake decal-map NP location NP decal placement number of nuclear reactors color saturation fire detection point placement Table 2 . Mapping geographic data attributes to visual representations.
our design choices based on previous designs, visual perception studies, traditional illustrations and discussions with domain experts (two reservoir engineers and two geologists). We visualize multivariate data from two domains: geographic data and geological data.
Multivariate Geographic Data Visualization
Geographic data consists of information associated with spatial positions on the Earth given in latitude/longitude coordinates. Some examples are socioeconomic data (e.g. population density), hazard data (e.g. earthquakes) and physical data measurements (e.g. temperature). These datasets are explored by geographic information systems (GIS) experts to understand patterns and data relationships. GIS apply the concept of layering to 2D maps, encoding multiple attributes using glyphs, color-maps, lines, points and other visual elements supported by scientific and information visualization research [27, 59] .
An example of a multivariate geographic visualization is the NASA SEDAC Hazards Mapper (NSHM) [47] which illustrates the data attributes population density [29] , earthquakes [29] , nuclear plants (NP) [29] and fire [28] distributed on the Earth map in a layered fashion. Inspired by this visualization, we map these data attributes and their respective representations to the spherical surface of the Earth. This is a good fit since the cosine distance approximation (Sec. 3.2) is exact for the sphere.
Visualization Design We use a design similar to NSHM [47] , a summary is shown in Table 2 . We organize the attributes in four layers: a base layer, earthquake layer, nuclear plant layer and fire layer. In the following, we present a justification of our design choices.
Base layer: We use a sequential colormap to represent population density. This choice is suitable since population density is quantitative and ordinal data. This visualization emphasizes areas of high (e.g. India in Fig. 9(a) ) and low (e.g. Sahara desert in Fig. 9(b) ) population density (trends). Since this is a base layer which covers large areas, we use light tones and secondary colors such as orange [58] . Earthquake layer: The earthquake data consists of a distribution of earthquakes and their magnitude on the Richter scale. The distribution shows locations (visual variable position) where earthquakes are recurrent. For magnitude, we use a decal composed of concentric circles and four main colors [47] . We create a decal-map using these four glyphs as illustrated in Fig. 11(a) . In NSHM [47] , the size of the earthquake glyphs is larger during an overview, resulting in overlapping glyphs, and smaller in a close view to provide details about the specific locations of the earthquakes (details-on-demand). Our decal mapping technique is easily able to accommodate this. We first choose a maximum radius for the spheres (decal size). Using this radius, we process the earthquake distribution to obtain the sub-layers as described in Sec. 4.4 and control the decal size based on the level of zoom. Fig. 10(c and d) illustrates two levels of zoom for the earthquake layer. Observe that this layer has several overlapping decals since earthquakes are recurrent at specific locations. This generates a high number of sub-layers (32 in our case using an earthquake data with frequency ≥ 4 within a month). However, since there are few decals, the overall performance is not impacted.
Nuclear plant layer: The NP data contains information about the number of reactors at various locations where NPs are present. Similar to earthquakes, the visual variable position is used to visualize NP locations. In NSHM [47] , a nuclear power plant is represented as a green glyph containing a lightning bolt in the middle (Fig. 11(b) ). We use the same glyph as a decal. Additionally, we visualize the number of reactors (ordinal/quantitative data) by changing the color saturation; the range is quantized to five bins. Therefore, we obtain an overview of areas with high and low number of reactors. Moreover, we visualize the NP decals using the same details-on-demand approach applied to the earthquake layer (Fig. 10) .
Fire layer: We visualize fire detection data captured during a period of 7 days in Jan. 2016. From this data, we observe that fire detection is common in forest areas such as the African Savanna (Fig. 9(b) ). Like NSHM [47] , we visualize the fire detection distribution using red dots. The point size is slightly increased depending on the zoom level.
Multivariate Geological Data Visualization
In the oil and gas domain, geological reservoir models are represented as irregular or regular hexahedral grids embedding several geological properties that describe the reservoir. The properties can be static or dynamic [60] . Reservoir engineers explore these properties as paramgeological data visual mapping rock type pastel colormap porosity proximity between decals oil flow direction red arrow decal oil flow magnitude decal transparency and size water flow direction blue arrow decal water flow magnitude decal transparency and size eters for better prediction of oil recovery. They aim to study the spatial configurations of properties to check data correlations and identify connected areas. The goal is to propose optimal reservoir development strategies and to better predict dynamic reservoir performance.
However, despite the nature of this multivariate problem, most commercial visualization systems (e.g. Eclipse R [43] and Petrel R [44] ) in this domain only rely on color-based mono-visualizations of geological properties without considering aspects such as data type. This limits visualizing multiple properties within the same reservoir context. Moreover, based on our discussions with domain experts, this visualization approach forces the viewer to frequently toggle between different properties for supporting data exploration tasks.
Motivated by the need to visualize multiple attributes, we introduce for the first time in this domain, a multifield illustrative visualization of a reservoir simulation model combining six attributes: rock type, porosity, oil flow direction and magnitude, and water flow direction and magnitude. We visualize these attributes on the surface of the hexahedral grid. Even though reservoir grids may have degenerate cells (to embed geological features such as faults [60] ), our technique works well since it does not depend on the surface representation.
For our example, we use the Zmap simulation reservoir model ( Fig. 1(e) ). Since this model is relatively flat, we use the Euclidean approximation for the radial coordinate. The data consists of a black oil simulation conducted by a domain expert. The main goal of this simulation is to analyze the process of oil recovery. During the simulation, water is injected at a location of the reservoir (using an injection well) to push the oil to another location from where it is to be extracted (using a production well) [60] . Oil migration depends on other properties such as porosity, rock type and permeability, reinforcing the need to provide an integrated multivariate visualization. Table 3 shows a summary of our visualization design. Many of the design ideas come from initial discussions with domain experts, literature review as well as inspiration from geological illustrations. It is important to note that this is an initial design. An in-depth domain problem characterization, task requirements research and evaluation are required. However, we consider these to be out of the scope of this paper.
Visualization Design
Rock type layer: Within reservoir models, rock type is represented as a set of indices. Thus, the visual variable suitable for rock type is the one used to represent categorical data (no intrinsic ordering) [59] . Since each reservoir usually has just a few different rock types, we use a pastel color scale to represent each rock type (Fig. 12) . Pastel color scales have been applied to categorize areas in 2D maps with minimum visual interference between layered objects such as lines (e.g. lines used to represent rivers) [59] .
Porosity layer: Porosity is a volumetric quantity expressed as a percentage that measures the capacity of rocks to store fluids [60] . Naturally, visual variables such as value and position can be used for indicating high and low values of porosity. In our case, we adopt position; highly clustered areas indicate low porosity and vice versa. Our inspiration for this choice comes from traditional illustrations where porosity is represented as a set of rock grains packed in a certain configuration ( Fig. 13(b) ). In our design, we vary the distribution of decals to convey porosity. For the porosity decal, we use the normal map of a sphere combined with the color of the rock type. It gives the impression that the porosity 'grains' are inside the reservoir model (Fig. 12) . Moreover, it decreases the visual interference with other layers.
Oil flow layer: Oil flow is visualized using a red arrow decal-map ( Fig. 14(a) ). This creates a high contrast with the rock type and porosity background. Red is also a conventional choice for visualizing oil (domain expert feedback). In our design, we orient the arrow decal to follow the oil flow direction using the approach introduced in Sec. 3.4, whereas the magnitude is used to control the size and transparency of the decal. We use both size and transparency due to the fact that the size of the decals is altered due to perspective projection. Design guidelines recommend the use of orthogonal projection, if possible, when using size as a visual variable [59] . Since we do not want to compromise the 3D visualization, we decided to reinforce the oil flow magnitude by using transparency as a secondary visual variable. Other variables such as saturation or value can also be considered. We use transparency because it also reduces visual clutter by emphasizing areas of the model where the magnitude of the oil flow is high; this can be useful for analyzing the process of oil recovery.
Water flow layer: For water flow, we use a design similar to the oil flow layer. We use a blue arrow (domain expert feedback) decalmap to visualize water flow direction ( Fig. 14(a) ) as well as size and transparency to encode water flow magnitude.
Decal placement: We need to consider decal placement strategies for porosity, oil and water flow. For the porosity distribution, we map the porosity values (generally between 0-0.3 (30%)) to proximity using an importance driven Poisson sampling technique [8] . We slightly overlap the 'grains' to increase the sense of connectivity [59] . For the placement of the oil and water flow decals, we use the quad faces of the reservoir grid (Fig. 14(b) ). We place a decal at the center of each triangle of the quad face. This helps decrease decal overlapping between the layers. To increase the sense of flow and connectivity, we slightly overlap the arrow decals with each other.
Observations: Fig. 12 (c) illustrates our multivariate illustrative visualization combining rock type, porosity, oil, and water flow measurements. Flow characteristics depend on porosity. The green areas of the model are part of a channel with high porosity (Fig. 1(e) ); this gives rise to a higher flow rate. In blue areas, the porosity is lower making oil and water flow less; light red areas are impenetrable.
When designing a layered visualization, we need to consider visual cues that help us segment each layer independently so that we can understand each property clearly. A designer has to consider variables such as color, contrast, depth cues, and the concept of integral and separable dimensions [59] . In Fig. 12(a) , the shading variation caused by the normal map used to represent porosity gives rise to the cornsweet effect [59] : water flow arrows appear to be over the porosity layer (Fig. 12(b) ). Additionally, we applied a soft blurred shadow to the flow decals (Fig. 14) . This is similar to an unsharpen mask or halo effect which helps separate objects from the background [59] . Our layering design is further aided by the use of light colors, a normal texture (shading) and primary solid colors (arrows).
Last but not least, our visualization represents the data in an illustrative fashion. It is intuitive to visualize porosity using grains, flow using arrows and rock type via color. A quick glance of the visualization can tell a lot about the phenomenon thus facilitating the interaction between professionals from different backgrounds.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We introduced the use of decals and decal-maps as a new way of representing multivariate data on surfaces. To map decals on surfaces, we proposed a real-time technique that computes a local parametrization approximating the geodesic distance locally without relying on expensive computations. In order to obtain a better local geodesic approximation, we discussed and contrasted three distances. We provided an efficient and simple implementation of our technique, taking advantage of the graphics pipeline. We demonstrated the applicability and usefulness of our technique via case studies from two different domains. Another example of the broad applicability of our technique is shown in Fig. 1(b) where we precomputed the overlapping sub-layers and rendered the decals in realtime to generate a texture pattern covering the entire surface of the bunny model such as lapped textures [37] .
We also introduced a way of deforming decals locally based on the angular coordinate of our local parametrization. This can be useful in applications such as flow visualization. An example is shown in Fig. 1(a) . This figure illustrates a synthetic vector field generated over the surface of the bunny model. We deformed brush stroke decals based on the underlying vector field and distributed decals densely over the surface to achieve an effect similar to LIC.
Exploring the design space is critical in multivariate visualizations [46] and we hope that our work will facilitate this exploration. The following are some of the lines of investigation that our work paves the way for. (1) A further detailed investigation of the radial coordinate in order to find better local surface approximations of the geodesic distance. (2) A detailed investigation of deformation based on the angular coordinate. (3) The study of heuristics and methods to obtain an automatic initial radius size from the surface. (4) Investigation of approaches for creating multiscale multivariate visualizations using decal-maps on surfaces. (5) The use of interaction techniques such as lenses to explore layering. (6) Investigation of techniques to interact with decals such as click and zoom to provide additional information about the data. (7) Application of decal-mapping to other contexts such as non-photorealistic rendering and texture coverage.
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